Our valued sponsors provide financial support to help fund CFNSV Daily operations

- Processing and distributing grants for Donor Advised Funds.
- Processing and distributing annual grant programs for designated funds including the Cochran Family Fund, the Paul and Martha Rees Fund and the Boxley-Fox Fund.
- Managing local scholarship programs for schools, agencies and civic organizations.
- Acting as fiscal agent for Chain of Checks and Coats for Kids community campaigns.
- Providing support to ALL area nonprofit agencies as fiscal agent for the Nonprofit Alliance of the Northern Shenandoah Valley and The Clint A. Nichols Memorial Scholarship.

About the Community Foundation

- We connect philanthropic individuals and organizations with local nonprofits.
- Founded in 2001, we serve the City of Winchester and the counties of Clarke, Frederick and Warren, VA.
- We distributed over $800,000 in grants and scholarships during 2022.
- We have distributed over $2.8 million in our history.
- The total value of our endowment is nearly $14 million (As of 02/2023).
- We are comprised of more than 134 funds.
- We offer endowed and non-endowed agency and donor-advised funds.
- We oversee scholarship programs for agencies and individuals.
- We provided maximum donor flexibility with several investment portfolio options.
- Our investments carry a low investment expense of only .52 basis points.

Our Mission
To inspire philanthropy for the benefit of the City of Winchester and the Counties of Clarke, Frederick and Warren.

Our Vision
To create a healthy and vibrant community through engaged philanthropy, community knowledge and leadership.

Our Values
Personalized service:
Community Foundations help individuals, families, businesses and non-profit agencies achieve their charitable and financial goals by providing tools and resources that make giving easy, flexible and effective.
**CFNSV Sponsorship Levels**
*All sponsorships support the Annual Community Stars Dinner*  
*Commitment requested by February 28, 2023*

**Platinum: $5000.**
- One Business Exclusive Sponsor – First Come, First Served Basis
- Largest recognition in the Annual CFNSV Progress Report publication. (Distribution over 1000).
- Recognition in all Event Brochures
- One reserved preferred table (8 tickets) at our annual Community Stars Gala
- 4 Seats to the Thank You Luncheon + 2 seats for nonprofit guests
- Largest size logo on website, social media sites, and all event promotional materials for our annual events
  In lieu of a $5,000 donation to the CFNSV Operating Fund, Sponsors may contribute up to $1,500 of their sponsorship investment to an existing CFNSV fund, with the balance to the CFNSV
- Reserved parking - Two spaces

**Gold: $3,500**
- Medium size recognition in the Annual CFNSV Progress Report publication. (Distribution over 1000).
- Recognition in all Event Brochures
- Six tickets at our Community Stars Gala
- 4 Seats for the Thank You Luncheon
- Medium size Logo on website, social media sites, and all event promotional materials for our annual events
- Reserved parking - One spaces

**Silver: $2,000**
- Smaller size recognition in the Annual CFNSV Progress Report publication. (Distribution over 1000).
- Recognition in all Event Brochures
- 2 Seats for the Annual Community Stars Event
- 2 Seats for the Thank You Luncheon
- Small Size Logo on website, social media sites, and all event promotional materials for our annual events
- The CFNSV will donate $150 in your name to a CFNSV fund of your choice

**Bronze: $1000**
- Recognition in the Annual CFNSV Progress Report publication. (Distribution over 1000).
- 2 Seats for the Annual Community Stars Event
- 2 Seats for the Thank You Luncheon

**Supporter: $500**
- Recognition in the Annual CFNSV Progress Report publication. (Distribution over 1000).
- 1 Seat for the 2022 Community Stars event
- 1 Seat for the Thank You Luncheon

**Advertisement in our Event Brochures**
- Full Page Ad - 8” X 5”-$250.00  or  Half Page Ad – 5” X 4”-$150.00

Name: _____________________________ Address: ____________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________ Email: ____________________________________________

Sponsorship Level___________ Please invoice_______________ Monthly Installments_______ Payment Enclosed_______

Please return to: CFNSV; BY 2/28 P.O. Box 2391; Winchester VA, 22604. THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT!